June Servants in Ministry
June Deacon of the Month is Chris Disher, 336-463-2907.

**Ushers**
- Jun 5: Lee Cook, Wayne Reneger
  Harrell Todd
- Jun 12: Edsel Allgood, Ronnie Eads
  Billie Vestal, Bobby Todd
- Jun 19: Lee Cook, Rosie Lynch
  Robin Gough, Charles Holden
- Jun 26: Edsel Allgood, Kent Brandon
  Woodie Gough, Bobby Todd

**Greeters**
- Jun 5: Ronald & Lucille Shore
- Jun 12: Billie & Dorothy Vestal
- Jun 19: Wayne & Catrina Reneger
- Jun 26: Jack Blunk & Kent Brandon

**Parking Assistance**
- Jun 5: Bobby Lynch, Freddie Robinson
- Jun 12: Tommy Collins, Jimmy Merrell
- Jun 19: Billie Vestal, Harrell Todd
- Jun 26: Scott Shore, Ronald Shore

**What We’re Doing in the Parking Lot**
Have you ever noticed the Greeters in the parking lot on Sunday mornings? BoBB, aka Band of Baptist Brothers, has been greeting people as they come to Sunday School and Worship service. We also give visitors directions on where to find classes and services. We are equipped with umbrellas and wheelchairs to assist people getting in safe and dry. Our hope and prayer is that you will invite people to join you at The Creek knowing they will be well served!

*Band of Baptist Brothers*

---

**The Scroll**

Greetings in the NAME OF CHRIST!
We live in a hurried world. Life seems to move at the speed of light and no one seems to want to slow down. It seems everyone wants something and they want it yesterday. Instant gratification is the “pox” of our age. Christians are not immune; we too have fallen prey to this “pox” of our culture.

The truth is a lot of Christians have applied this hurried worldly standard to their spiritual lives. One big problem. God works in His sovereign ways and in His perfect time. Waiting on God is easy to say, but far more difficult to practice. We are not a patient people. We want things now and we want them our way. Hmm…

In contrast, the Bible teaches that God “acts on behalf of those that wait upon Him.” (Isaiah 64:4) Waiting on God is a spiritual discipline we need to learn if we want to grow in our spiritual life. God does not grow up saints into spiritual maturity overnight. He does not subscribe to the “shake and bake” methodology of spiritual growth.

Spiritual growth takes a lifetime. It involves waiting on God to chisel and mold us into the image of Christ. This process is called sanctification, to be made holy as God is holy.

In the Bible, God teaches us about patience. Christians are not immune; we too have fallen prey to the “pox” of our culture.
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a blessing. What we desire might not be in our best self-interest, or the timing might not be right. God is our Heavenly Father and He knows what is best for us at the right time and in the right way. We need to trust that God does in fact have our best interest at heart.

Second, waiting on God builds our confidence in Him. Waiting on God causes us to depend on Him. The end result is our faith grows as we depend on God and watch Him work in our lives. To not wait on God means we do not trust Him. Our lack of trust in God will cause us to plunge ahead to meet our needs and desires in our strength and on our timeline. This is an act of disobedience and can have disastrous results. Remember what happened to King Saul in 1 Samuel 13?

Lastly, waiting on God sometimes means He withholds a blessing to protect us from unseen events or consequences. I have witnessed this in my own life while on active duty in the Army, and as a pastor. God’s vision is always 20/20, perfect. It is only when we have looked in the rearview mirror that we see that God’s wisdom and perfect timing have prepared us for a blessing.

The hurried culture we live in will wear us out. God did not design us to move at the speed of light and burn ourselves out like some passing comet. No, God designed us to rest and wait upon Him. Isaiah had it right, “but they that wait upon the LORD shall renew their strength; they shall mount up with wings as eagles; they shall run, and not be weary; and they shall walk, and not faint.” (Isaiah 40:31, KJV). Wise words from God’s Word, may we have ears to hear! Keep moving to the HIGH GROUND!

SELAH...meditate upon these things...
In “the Grip of GOD’S GRACE,”
Rick Page

**Congratulations to Our Graduates!**

**Graduate School**

**Erin Epley** - Juris Doctor from Wake Forest University of Law
Wife of Kolby Epley

**Kelly Hoots** - Masters of Science in Athletic Training from Old Dominion University
Daughter of Teddy & Debbie Hoots

**College**

**Lindsey Williams**—Bachelor of Science in Elementary Education from Appalachian State University
Daughter of Mickey and Lisa Williams

**High School**

**Hunter Grace Johnson** - Forbush High School Daughter of Phil & Susan Johnson

**Middle School**

**Caitlin Beamon** - Forbush Middle School Daughter of Kevin & Charlotte Beamon

**Maggie Ann Moncus** - Forbush Middle School Daughter of Jeff & Lisa Moncus

**Courtney Myers** - Forbush Middle School Daughter of Jason & Jami Myers

**Lindsay Ray** - Forbush Middle School Daughter of Jamey & Dana Martin

**Elementary School**

**Emily Cook** - Yadkin Elementary School Daughter of Lee & Melinda Cook

**Kayden Taylor** - Forbush Elementary School Daughter of Melissa Taylor
The Growing Issue of Frequency of Attendance

There was a day when a person attended Sunday School every Sunday in a year so that he or she was awarded a pin, or attachment that hung below the original pin to denote another year of perfect attendance. People took great pride in amassing multi-year pins that honored their spiritual fortitude and persistence. See http://www.lifeway.com/Article/News-Illinois-celebrates-75-years-perfect-Sunday-School-attendance.

The expectation of weekly attendance at church has been replaced with a hope that people will attend church "regularly." The definition of "regular attendance" has been redefined downward as competition on weekends has increased.

In the last year, The Center for Healthy Churches has worked with fifty churches in 16 states and 8 denominations ranging in size from 32 weekly attendees to 5,000. "We have engaged our clients in a conversation about frequency of attendance. Rather than conjecture about why people are attending less frequently, we decided to ask them where they are when they are not attending..."

The top ten reasons, in alphabetical order are:

- Athletic events: ...events that take place on Sundays force a choice between attending church and being at the game...
- Commitment: ...a sense that what is offered on Sunday mornings is not meaningful or valuable enough to make the effort to attend
- Exhaustion: ...Sundays are now their only day to be together as a family...
- Holidays: ...One church counted and discovered that 26 Sundays in the previous year were impacted by a holiday or vacation week...
- Illness: ...senior adults have shared that they are living with chronic illness that inhibits their ability to attend weekly worship...
- Children: ...activities for children offered only on weekends is overwhelming...Many parents tag along and find themselves far from home on Sunday mornings.
- Parents: ...several median-age adults recounted that they miss Sundays because they are caring for aging and ill parents...
- Travel: ...the proliferation of travel as a high-value activity for Americans impacts weekend activities
- Vacations, timeshares, second homes: Many admitted they spend multiple weekends a year on vacation...
- Work: ...The official estimate is that 1 in 3 Americans regularly work on Sundays.

"...We must grapple with the illusion that Sundays belong to the church and that loyal members will be present four/five Sundays a month." Here are possible strategies to explore:

- Evaluate our impact by ways other than counting attendance
- Count participants over the course of a month/year rather than attendees by the week
- Investigate Bible Study and worship on alternate days and locations.

October 5.
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